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System requirements
Single workstation installation

Operating system
Vista as of SP 2 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 7 SP 1 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 8 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 10 (32- or 64-bit)
Free memory recommended 1 GB RAM or more
Hard disk 2 GB

Client-/Server installa- Client operating system
tion
Windows Vista as of SP 2 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 7 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 8 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 (32- or 64-bit)
Windows 10 (32- or 64-bit)
Server Operating System
Windows Server 2000, 2003, 2008 (to a limited extent; only Server-Installation, no Client-Installation possible)
Windows Server 2008 R2, 2012, 2016 (Server-Installation
as well as a Client-Installation possible)
The system requirements of the Microsoft SQL-Server
Version used also apply.
Database

MS SQL Server 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016
MS SQL Server 2014 Express (included)
The limitations of the MS SQL Server Express used also
apply. The function »Mobile user« does not work with the
Express version; instead, a professional MS SQL Server is
required.

E-mail Integration

Outlook 2007 or higher (32-bit-systems only)
Lotus Notes version 8.5
Novell Groupwise as of version 8.0.1
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Installing and transferring data from the 2015 version

Installing and transferring data from
the 2015 version
Please refer to the system manual and the installation instructions available as
PDF files for further details on installation, configuration and data transfer.
During a patch installation from the 2015 to the 2017 version the old version
will be updated and completely overwritten in the process. This means that
there will be no way to return to the 2015 version should you not have done
a complete backup of the old 2015 version before(!).
To backup the system completely proceed as follows:
1. Copy the complete server installation including all folders and subfolders
to a safe location.
2. In cobra 2015, backup your SQL databases using the command »File:
Database: Backup«.
Installing the patch to update from cobra 2015 to cobra 2017
You have downloaded the patch file from our customer portal or received it some
other way from cobra or your specialist dealer.
When a patch is installed your existing cobra 2015 version will be updated to version 2017. All paths and settings valid now will be retained. This means that you
cannot specify new paths during a patch installation.
Make sure that you have the activation data at hand since they will be needed
during the update.
 Close cobra 2015.
 Close the cobra Appointment Manager.
 Close Outlook.
 Double click the patch file. The patch installation will start. It will automatically
detect the existing cobra 2015.
 Follow the steps of the wizard.
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Installation: Select the existing user, appointment and system database.
Should there be one or more system data bases on the SQL server, these can be
selected during installation. They will not be overwritten, but taken over and left
unchanged.

 In the server wizard, select the option »Select SQL Server«.

 Select the SQL server required.
 Click »Enhanced options«.
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You will be offered selection lists for user, appointment and system databases. If
you open a selection list, you will see all databases available on the SQL server.
 Select the system databases required. Confirm with »OK«.
 If you now click the »Next« button in the SQL server wizard, you will see up to
three messages of the type:

 Confirm with »Yes« that the existing database is to be integrated into the new
installation.
 If you click »No«, the wizard will not continue and you can use »Enhanced options« to select other databases.
These databases will then be used during installation and you will thus take over
the existing settings into the new installation.
Should you, however, want to create new system databases, you need to use new database names, existing
system databases will then definitely not be overwritten.
Finally, you need to update the clients one by one.
 On the server there is a subfolder \Client-Setup. From each client, access this
subfolder \Client-Setup on the server.
 Double-click the setup.exe file there. This will update that client.
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New Functions for Your Daily Tasks
General
The look and feel of the user interface has been refaced to a large extent. This includes replacing icons in various program areas. Our aim is to harmonize the look
and feel as much as possible with that of the familiar Office products and thus to
improve usability.

Optimized display for touchscreens
Should you be working with cobra using a device having a touchscreen, you can
use a new function to make work easier.
 Show the Quick Launch bar if it is not being displayed yet.
 Click the Touch-/Mouse mode to turn it on.

A new button is now available in the Quick Launch bar.
 Click the button. Select the »Touch« option.

Address windows in the Telephony
When a call comes in, in some work context the cobra telephony might switch to
the address calling which could interrupt the operational workflow. Users can now
specify how cobra is to behave in such cases.
 Issue the command »File: User-specific settings: Telephone settings«.
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 Go to the »User specific« tab. There you will find the option at »Creating a contact«.

Here you can specify whether, and if so, when, a caller address identified by cobra
is to be focused, even if you are working in a dialog in the foreground.

Document preview as a separate dialog
You can now unpin the document preview shown, e.g., in a tab and have it displayed as a dialog of its own so that the contents of larger documents can be read
easier.
 Click the »Unpin preview« button.

 Close the dialog by clicking »Pin preview«.
 The pin button will ensure that the document currently shown will still be
available in the document preview, even if you should go to another address not
containing any document at all or a different document.
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Status line shows a user who has just logged in
In addition to the familiar details you can now view the name of a user who has
just logged in at the bottom right of the status line.

Hide addresses from outside the group in the Welcome
Screen
This function is available for birthdays as well as for addresses without contact for
the longest time. If it is active, all such addresses will not be shown that have been
assigned to any groups the logged-in user is not a member of.
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New filters for birthdays in the welcome screen
You now have two new filtering options for birthdays in the welcome screen.

Hide addresses not belonging to this group
Using this option, you will hide any birthdays entered for
addresses that are not part of the group the logged-in user
belongs to.
Filter ............................ Here you can filter out specific birthdays. If you enter here at
»Created by« or a comparable field the USERSHORTNAME,
only such addresses will be shown where the logged-in user
has been entered in this field.

Ribbon bar for RTF comment fields
The functions for RTF fields have now been merged in a ribbon bar of their own.
 Click in an RTF field.
 The ribbon bar »RTF field« will be presented.
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 Here you can find the processing functions for RTF fields. Some of these functions are also available by right-clicking a context menu. You can find additional
functions if you open the document via the ribbon bar or by right-clicking in the
editor.

New e-mail-option in the user settings
This function will only be available if you are working with Outlook and only if, in
step 1, you have selected the »Transmit the e-mail via: Outlook« option.
In step 3 of the user settings for e-mails you can select which Outlook account the
mails are to be transmitted with.
 Issue the command »File: User-specific settings: User settings: E-mails«.
 Click the »Configuration« button.
In the third step you will have these options to select from:

This option will only make sense if there are several Outlook accounts in the system to choose from when sending e-mails. In that case you can select here which
of these accounts is to be used.
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Query current filter in mixed tables
In tables you can now also integrate fields from the higher-level address connected to the free table via a relationship field. Thus you can, e.g., in tables of service
cases also display address data such as the address of the customer where repairs were done. Should you have filtered according to a field from the table as
well as a field from the higher-level address data in such a table, you can query in
accordance with this filter.
 Filter the data as required, e.g. via a quick filter.

 To do so, right-click in the details of the event and from the context menu issue
the command »Query filtered data«.
All data records complying with the filter criteria will be queried.

Sales Projects
Alternative items for sales projects
You can enter alternative items to enable customers to choose between alternatives. Alternative items will be listed in the items' overview complete with all details
including their price, but will not be included in the forecast. When you are writing
a quotation, these items will be listed but not included in the quotation sum.
 Issue the command »View: Sales projects: All sales projects«. You are now in
the list of sales projects.
 Open a sales project for editing or create an entirely new sales project. You will
now be in the sales projects editing dialog.
 Go to the »Items« tab.
 Open an existing item for editing or create a new one.
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 Here click the »Alternative« option if this is an alternative item.
 Confirm with »OK«.
In the dialog to edit sales projects, you can show alternatives by using the column
selection function.
 Go to the »Items« tab.
 To do so, right-click into a column header.
 From the context menu select the »Column selection« menu command.
 Drag »Alternative item« into the column headers so that alternative items will be
shown as such in the overview.

If this column is not shown, you can still identify alternative items since they are
shown in italics.
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 If you now write a quotation, these alternative items will be added to the quotation. However, they will not be added to the overall sum.

You can remove the »Alternative« option from the item at any time. After that, the
item will be shown in quotations and forecasts.

Secondary addresses assigned as involved addresses
You can assign involved addresses to a sales project. Besides primary addresses,
secondary addresses are now also available.
 Open a sales project to edit it.
 Go to the »Involved Addresses« tab.
 Click the list arrow of the »Add addresses« button.
 Select »Secondary address«.
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A menu will open containing the secondary addresses of the address the sales
project has been assigned to. Here you can, e.g., select contact persons of that
company and specify their function.
 In the upper area, mark the person required.
 Assign that person a function.
 Click »Add«.
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That secondary address will be shown as the person authorized for that function
among the secondary addresses involved.

New option for sales projects won or lost
When closing sales projects, the reasons for winning or losing a project can be entered. These reasons have been specified in selection lists. You can specify for
every single list entry in which cases it should be available.
 Issue the command »File: Set up sales projects: Causes«.
 Click on the »Reasons« tab to create selection lists.
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Always .........................This reason may be used for losing as well as winning.
Won, Lost ..................This reason is available only if a project is won or lost.
No longer

Use this option to deactivate a reason so that it is not offered any
longer. Since reasons given previously in a sales project may
not be deleted, this option serves to have such reasons
disappear from the selection lists.

Additional fields for sales projects
You can create custom fields for sales projects and then integrate them in dialogs
using the entry mask editor.
 Issue the command »File: Set up sales projects: Additional fields«.
You will enter the database structure. Here you can find tables for sales projects
and items of sales projects. You can also create customized new fields.
 You can choose whether you want to
create customized fields for a) sales
projects or b) to enter items. Both options are essentially the same.
 Select the data table required.
You cannot change the »Positions Pool«
table directly (see below).

 Below the list of fields,
click the »New« button.
 Create the field.
Use the entry mask editor to then integrate
newly created fields into
the dialogs required,
otherwise they would not
be available for the
users.
The items are divided into the two data tables »Sales projects items« und »Sales
projects items stocks«.
 Enter new fields for items in the »Sales projects positions« table. These fields
will be taken over automatically into the »Sales projects positions' stock« table.
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This will ensure that the stock of items as well as the entering items function for
a sales projects will always have the same amount of fields.

New dialog for items
When creating or editing items there are additional functions.
 Issue the command »File: Set up sales projects: Positions«. Then select the
»Positions« option.

Via a context menu you can access additional options in this dialog such as selecting columns or filtering.
 Right-click a column header and select the function required from the context
menu.

Individual entry masks for sales projects
You can design individual entry masks for the data tables with sales projects maintained in the database structure. To do so, all fields of that data table will be
available.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry mask«.
 At the top, select the table required.
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Sales project list with address data (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
Now you can also have address information shown in the list of sales projects by
using the Column selecting function.
 Issue the command »Data: Sales projects: All sales projects«.
You will see the list.
 Right-click into a column header.
 From the context menu select the »Column selection« menu command.

In the list, you have two options:
If you expand the item shown, you can access specific
fields of the »Addresses« data table. You can enter individual address fields as columns into the list of sales projects. To do so, move them to the right, below the columns
displayed.
Or you can use the existing entry »Address«, which in the
previous version of cobra was named »Customer«. Then
some basic address data will be shown in a column. The
display format for addresses of the database structure will
determine which data will be shown here.
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Enhanced features for Sales projects
»Virtual fields«
 To edit Virtual fields, go to the database structure.
 There, click the »Virtual fields« button.
Sales projects may also contain virtual fields such as calculated fields Using the
view- and/or the entry mask editor, you can integrate these fields into sales projects, -reports etc..
Formatting fields
Fields in the data tables for sales projects and for details of sales projects can be
formatted just as fields in other data tables.
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Entry Masks
Old views and new entry masks
For quite some time now, in cobra there is an editor for entry masks, besides the
familiar view editor. This entry mask editor has many more functions to configure
individual entry masks that you can open as dialog or integrate in views. For instance, in entry masks you can specify very detailed conditions as to when a field
is to be obligatory or write-protected. There you also have many more visual options for fields and masks. So its far greater range of functions support working with
the entry mask editor.
If you are content with the look and the functions of your views up to now, you can
just continue working with the views without having to do anything.
If, however, in your views you want to work with fields using these new functionalities, you need to recreate that part of a view in the entry mask editor and then integrate the newly completed masks in a view in the view editor.
It is not possible to automatically convert old views into
new entry masks.
Here we want to give you a practical example of how to design an entry mask and
integrate it into a view.
 You can find both tools at »File: View«.
 You can also access the entry mask editor directly from the view editor.
First, in the view editor, you create an empty area and allocate an entry mask to it.
Then you edit the entry mask.
 Open the view editor.
 Create an empty area. This can also be a tab or a split area.
 Drag the »Entry mask« object from the pool of components to the empty area.
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 At the same time, a dialog will open where you can choose which data you want
to use in the new entry mask.

 Go to the »Entry mask« tab.

 Click the »Add entry mask«

button.

A new entry mask will open in which all entry fields of the data table selected have
been placed in alphabetical order.
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 At »Name« enter the designation of this entry mask.

To create a complete entry mask, first remove all preconfigured entry fields so that
an empty mask is generated.
 Click individual entry fields and press the Del key. If you want to remove all entry fields from the dialog at once, in the »Control elements« dialog click the
»New entry mask« button which will completely clear the entry mask.
 Then drag four objects of the »Empty space« type into the entry mask.

 You can specify further properties for the empty spaces by right-clicking on
them. Via the context menu you could, e.g., fix their size.
 Group the first empty space. Right-click the context menu and issue the
»Group« command.
 In the »Control« dialog specify the properties of the grouping. For instance, the
»Text« entry is important. This is the group labeling. There you can influence
many other parameters, such as text properties, spacing and colors.
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 Now allocate entry fields to the grouping.
 To do so, drag the field from the »Control elements« dialog into the dialog.

 If you mark a field, you can specify its properties in the »Control elements« dialog.
Besides many visual properties there
are also important functional settings
for entry fields. You can, e.g., specify
whether a field is to be obligatory, write-protected or how it is to be displayed.

 Besides entry fields, you can also work with completely different components.
Such as empty spaces, separator lines and splitters to visually and creatively
organize the entry mask.
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 You will find some buttons in the »Control elements« box. Here you can, amongst others,
specify size values and scalability of the entire
entry mask.
 When you have completed it, close and save
the entry mask.

As mentioned above, you can edit entry masks directly in the entry mask editor as
well as in the view editor. To do so in the view editor, call up the view editor from
the entry mask editor; this means that the functions to edit an entry mask are the
same in both cases.
However, you directly specify which entry mask will be shown in a view in the view
editor.
 In the view editor, mark an entry mask.
 Right-click it.
 From the context menu select »Properties: Additional settings: Configuration«.
 In the configuration dialog go to the »Advanced« tab.

 Mark the entry mask required. Then click »OK«.
 You can only integrate such entry masks that, in the entry mask editor, you
have previously exported to a file.
 Should the export file contain several entry masks, the rule is that the first one
will be used, you cannot access the other entry masks.
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New settings for entry masks
There are settings for entry masks that apply especially to visual properties.
 Open an entry mask for editing.
 In the »Control elements« dialog, click the »Select basic area« button to select the entire basic area. This basic area is the area lying beneath all other elements, such as empty spaces, groupings etc.
For this basic area you can specify some settings that will partly be used as presettings for the elements lying above it.

In this example the basic area was colored red.
The font settings do not apply to the basic area itself, but are the default settings
for the labeling of the groupings lying above. They will only be shown in the preview if you right-click the basic area and, from the context menu, issue the »Hide
customization windows« command. Later you can reopen the »Control elements«
dialog by right-clicking and using the context menu.
Padding specifies how far, on the basic area, objects must be removed from the
inner borders.

New settings for entry fields
You now have more options to design the layout of individual entry fields.
 Mark an entry field.
 In the »Control elements« dialog open an area, e.g. »Expert«.
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Here you can specify the look of an entry field in accordance with its function. Enter what you want the field to look like, e.g. when it is write-protected or deactivated.
 In the example shown here an entry field will be given a characteristic font when
it is write-protected.

 You can also use the padding to specify spacing between entry fields and the
space between captions and the actual entry field.
 For groupings, there are border, write protect and color settings.
 The size of empty spaces can be defined in pixel.
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Putting out an entry mask
Use this function to process an entry mask for printing. A text editor will open showing a preview and containing limited editing functions.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry mask«.
 Switch to the input mask required and open it for editing.
 Drag a field of the »Button« type into the entry mask.

 In the properties of the button, at »Action«, click the selection button.
 Select the function shown:

A button is now inserted into the mask selected. You can also change labeling, size etc. using the button properties.
 Exit the entry mask editor.
A corresponding button will now appear in the entry mask.
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 When you click the button, a selection list opens. From there, you can print and
export the entry mask.

New type of button
The action button can be configured so that it will list appointments or tasks created for a data record (an address, a contact, a case where service is required etc.).
 Open the entry mask required.
 Add a button to the mask.
 In the configuration menu, click the »Action« button.
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A dialog showing the different actions available opens.
 At the »Further commands« option select the »Appointment/task for this record« option.

 Click the »Configure action« button.

 Close the dialogs.
When you are working with the entry mask in future, you will find the button showing the number of appointments there.
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 Click the button.
The list of appointments belonging to this data record will open.

 At the upper left you can select what you want to be displayed. Those could be
your own appointments/tasks as well as such from other calendars.
 Use »Edit« to edit a highlighted list entry in the Appointment Manager.

Search line in the entry mask editing function
When editing entry masks, search lines will assist you at different positions. You
can thus find the elements you are searching for much quicker.

»E-mail with a template (interactive)« button
You can integrate a button in a dialog that will send an e-mail. You can also simultaneously create a contact. When it is sent via the interactive transmission, the email will also be displayed again so that you can edit it.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry mask«.
 Open the entry mask required.
 Place a control element of the »Button« type in the dialog.
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In the next steps you will be configuring this button.
 Click the selection button besides »Action«.

 Here select the action shown at »Further commands«.
 Click the »Configure action« button.
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Specify those e-mail fields that are to be searched for a recipient address.
 Click »Add e-mail«.
All those fields will be presented that have been specified as e-mail fields in the
database structure.
 Take over the fields you require. Assign them a higher or lower priority.
When the e-mail is then actually sent, it is checked whether the field with the highest priority contains an e-mail address. If so, the mail is sent to this address. If
not, the field with the next-lower priority is checked and, if required, the e-mail is
sent to this address.
 At »E-mail content and sender«, select the template you need as well as the
sending settings.
 Specify whether you want the mail documented automatically as a contact. If
so, you can choose among the following options:
Static

The contact entered here will be created, regardless of what has
been specified in the system and user settings.

Dynamic

The predefined settings for contacts and documents valid at this
moment will be used. If the user settings differ from the system
settings, the user settings will be used.

In the dialog there is now a button to send an e-mail.
 If you click the button, the mail opens. You can edit the mail.
After sending the mail, the contact will be created if necessary.
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»Edit data record« button
You can create a button in an entry mask to edit the current data record.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry mask«.
 Open the entry mask required for editing.
 From the »Control« dialog, drag an object of the »Button« type into the entry
mask.
 In the properties of this element click the »Action« feature.
 Select the »Further commands« option.
 From the list, select the »Edit data record (interactive)« option.
 Click the »Configure action« button.
A list of the entry masks available for this data table will be displayed.

 Select in which of these entry masks you want the data record to be edited
shown.
 Go back to the properties of the control elements and, if required, specify additional properties of this element.
In future, this button will be used to access the data record displayed for editing in
the entry mask selected.

Navigation buttons
You can now add navigation buttons to entry masks to switch to other address data records and have their data shown in this entry mask.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry mask«.
 Open the entry mask for editing.
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 Add a field of the »Button« type into the entry mask.
 Configure this button. To do so, click »Action«.

 In the configuration area, at »Further commands«, select the »Navigate (interactive)« option.
 Also specify here where this button is to navigate to.

 You can place several buttons besides each other to create a navigation bar.

In cobra, the navigation buttons will then serve to switch between records.
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»Field contents« element comes with an action button
You can make a call, access an internet address and use similar functions now directly from entry masks.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry mask«.
 Open a mask.
 Drag an object of the »Field content« type into the entry mask.

 Assign the content of the field »Telephone« or a comparable field to the button.
A selection list opens.
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The field will now be entered with a function button into the mask. Using this button, the telephone number entered in the field can be called directly.
You can choose between different functional buttons. These can be set at »Button
type«.

Conditions for obligatory fields (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
Fields in entry masks can become obligatory. Such an obligation can exist always
or only if a certain condition has been fulfilled. For example, you can enforce that
an industry must always be entered if there is a company name in the data record,
or that a customer number must always be entered if an address has been marked
as »Customer«.
This parameter will always apply to the respective entry mask only, not to
other entry masks also using this field.
Fields can also be made obligatory in the database structure, not only in the
entry mask editor. Should there be a conflict, the database structure settings will be applied.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry masks«.
 Open an existing entry mask for editing or create a new one.
 Select the field required. In the example shown here that is »Branch«.
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 Click the button at the right-hand side in the »Entry required« field.

Default .........................The settings for obligatory fields from the database will be applied.
Always obligatory
If condition fulfilled

This field will always be an obligatory field.
Here you can specify one or more conditions that have to be fulfilled for the field to become obligatory.

Write-protected fields in entry masks
In the entry mask editor, fields can become write-protected. In this case any input
assisting functions will be hidden. That might be a button to open a selection list,
or a postal-code lookup tool or similar input assisting functions.
This parameter will always apply to the respective entry mask only, not to
other entry masks also using this field.
Fields can also be made write-protected in the database structure safety option, not only in the entry mask editor. Should there be a conflict, the database structure safety settings will be applied.
In the example shown below the fields Street and City are write-protected:
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And here, for comparison, the same fields without write-protection:

Colors in Entry masks
You can add individual font-, background- etc. colors to elements such as texts
and areas.
 Highlight the element of the entry mask to be colored.
 Open a color option in the settings (in the figure that is
»Background color«).
 Switch to one of the register
tabs such as »User defined«.
 Right-click one of the empty
color fields at the lower border.
 A color selection field is opened
where you can create your own
color.
 In the selection field, click »Add Color«.
 The color is taken over for the object in the entry mask.
 In addition, the color is added to the user-colors palette.

Transfer formatting from one entry field to another
If you want to transfer formatting deviating from the default formatting, you do not
need to tediously set that for each entry field manually, but can transfer formatting
from one field to one or more others.
 Mark that entry field whose visual properties you want to transfer to other fields.
 In the »Control elements« dialog click the »Copy format« button.
 Hold down the Ctrl key and mark several other fields you want the format transferred to.
 In the »Control elements« dialog click the »Copy format« button.
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The fields selected will now look like the field marked initially.

The send e-mail with template button
In entry masks you can operate with a »Send e-mail using a template« button.
 Open the entry mask for editing.
 From the »Control elements« dialog,
drag an object of the »Button« type into
the entry mask.
 Click this element.
 Click the selection button in the »Action« field.
The familiar menu for buttons will open.

 At »Further commands« select the »Send e-mail from template (interactive)«
option.
 Click the »Configure action« button.
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Specify to which recipient from the cobra
database or, if required, also permanent email addresses you want the e-mail to be
sent to.
Select the e-mail template and the sending
options. The e-mail can also be sent via an
SMTP-Account.
You can have the mail documented automatically as a contact. Use the lower part of the
dialog to specify the contact details.

Address toolbar
There now is an element to enter address icons in entry masks.

An icon used for this address is displayed in
the line. Click the icon field to show the icons
available.
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List views of relationship fields (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
When you are selecting a data record for linking from a relationship field, data of
this record will be shown as table for your guidance. You can specify for each relationship field which data are to be shown. If you do not specify anything, those data tables assigned in the database structure for this data table as »Columns displayed« will be used.
 Open the Entry mask-Editor.
 Highlight the relationship field.
 Click the column header besides »Columns displayed«.

 A menu will appear where you can select the columns you require.

At the bottom of the dialog you can specify according to which of the columns
shown the display is to be sorted.
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Access a data table or an entry mask from a relationship
field (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
To be able to use this function, the following settings must have been made in the
database structure for the relationship field required:

In this case, the relationship field itself looks like this:
You can then use this relationship field to access the data table connected via this
relationship field or to access specific entry masks.
 Use the entry mask editor to select the
relationship field. Highlight the relationship field.
 Click the checkbox at »Target«.
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Access record

...... Use this button to access the data record. Here you can specify how this data record is to be shown: Either in the table it
belongs to or in the entry mask selected.

Create data record

Use this button to create a new data record that will be linked
directly via the relationship field. Specify here which entry
mask you want to use to do so.

View Editor
New settings in the view editor
In the view editor there are now more layout settings.
 In the view editor, issue the »Edit: View Properties« command.
Colors of register tabs
The background color is that of the register tab background. The register background color is that of the background behind the tabs on register cards.
Here you can also choose different colors
for activated and not activated tabs.
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Dividing bar
At the dividing bars you can zoom the tab parts in or out. You
can import an image of 20x4 pixels and thus superimpose a
different image instead of the five dots to the dividing bar.

New option for browser elements
There is a new option for browser elements

 Open the view in the view editor. Go to the browser element.
 Click »Configure«.
 Go to the »Enhanced« tab.
Allow showing dialogs
When you are working in the Internet, it might be that you will
be shown many messages such as script errors etc. If you
deactivate this function, these messages will no longer be
shown. However, if you are using Browser Control to access
sites where you need to log on or enter other data, activate
this option to be able to view such dialogs.
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Labelling register tabs in capitals
In the view editor you can label all register tabs with capital letters. This function
will only have visible effects if labeling in the »Labeling« field was not done in capitals already.

 Open the view for editing. To do so, issue the command »File: View: Edit view«.
 In the view, mark a register tab.
 Issue the command Ctrl+K. Or right-click the register tab and from the context
menu issue the command »Wizard: Register tabs«.
 Here, click the option »Show label in uppercase letters«.

Serial E-Mails
Zoom out the serial-e-mail wizard
Up to now, the serial-e-mail wizard was in the foreground and did not make it possible to continue working in cobra and, e.g., edit addresses there. To do so, the
serial-e-mail wizard had to be closed first.
Now it is possible to zoom out the serial-e-mail wizard and continue working in
cobra.
 Click the »Minimize« button.
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The serial-e-mail wizard is zoomed out. You can now continue working in cobra.
The wizard will, however, appear in the Windows taskbar.
 To show the serial-e-mail wizard again, click the icon in the Windows taskbar.

 Here select the »Serial-e-mail wizard« option.

Using filters for serial mails designed by you
You can now create your own filters using the cobra filter management function.
These filters will then be shown in the filter list and can also be used to send serial
mails.
 At least one self-defined filter must be created, otherwise the corresponding
feature of the serial mailer will not be shown.
 Issue the command »Output: Serial e-mail«.
 Go to the »Data records« tab.

 From the list, select the command you need.
The filters »Current address« and »Queried addresses« will filter out the
addresses required from the current stock of addresses.
In contrast, the filters »Free filter« and »Filter from filter list« will only be applied to the then current stock of addresses when the mails are actually
sent. This is important especially for time-controlled mailings since the stock
of addresses may have changed considerably until then.
If you use a filter from the filter list for time-controlled mailings, please make
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sure that the filter selected will not be deleted before the mailing has been
sent.

Writing a mail from cobra and linking it to a transaction
This parameter is only available when the mail is sent via Outlook.
You can link mails written with cobra directly to a transaction. This can be a new or
an existing transaction. You define the settings for transactions in the format settings. You must enter these for each format a transaction is to be linked to separately.
 Issue the command »Output: Serial e-mail«.
 Go to the »Format« tab.
 Open a format to edit it.
 Go to the »Extras« tab in the ribbon bar. There, click the »Configuring transaction« button.
The following settings for the format are organized in three areas depending on
the sending settings for the mails sent using this format. The purpose of this
transaction configuration is that an outgoing mail should be at the beginning of a
transaction. E.g., a maintenance date you want to arrange with a customer in the
context of his maintenance contract.
Configuring is done separately for
 Single e-mail
 Serial e-mail
 Transmitting an e-mail from the campaign management
So you can specify different ways of behavior for each mode of sending.
Transaction ............... Select here the transaction that mails with this format are to
be assigned to.
Focused transaction . If you are having your transactions shown in the view in a
table, that transaction will be used that is being focused - that
is: highlighted.
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Database
Settings for inactive data records
You can configure which functions are to be deactivated when a data record is
marked as »Inactive«.
 Issue the command »File: Database: General settings: More«. Besides the field
for inactive data records, click the »Edit« button.

Select here which functions are to be deactivated. This will be done separately for
addresses and for other data records. "Other data records" are to be understood
here as tool-, event- or other additional data records.

Static filters for relation fields (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
In the database structure, relation fields can be provided with filters. Users can
temporarily deactivate or change such filters. It is also possible to change an existing filter to a static filter.

 At »Filter«, define a filter for the relation field.
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 Click the option »Static filter«.
This field is now filtered and users cannot change or remove this filter. They will
not even be informed that there is a filter at all for this field.

Default value of a date field for contacts and sales projects
A default value can be set for contacts and sales projects. You can thus automatically specify a follow-up date.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.
 In the contacts or sales projects, create a new field of the »Date« type.

 Specify the default value in the field properties.

Entries such as +10 or -7 would be applicable here. They will ensure that a date is
entered as default value which is either 10 days in the future or 7 days in the past
from the current date.
You can query or filter the date required.
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Renaming system fields
Some system field have been given new names.
Old field name

New field name

DateCreate

Created on

DateModified

Modified on

Id

ID

PersonCreated

Created by

PersonModified

Modified by

New Field type »Auto Value«
You can use the »Auto Value« type of field to create simple counters for contacts
and sales projects.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.
 Go to the data table required.
 Click the »New« button.
 Create a field with the field type »Auto Value«.

 Integrate this field into an entry mask.
From now on, any new data record will be provided with a number generated automatically. This number is computed in the SQL Server. It will be preserved and
not computed again.
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Dynamic reloading of comment fields' content
In the database structure you can specify that content of comment fields is reloaded dynamically. This is true for both of the field types »Notes« and »Comment
(RTF)«.
By dynamic loading, loading is optimized and, ideally, faster. In this case, field
content is only loaded when the field is actually opened.
Fields that are reloaded dynamically may no longer be integrated in tables.
Such a field is tacitly removed from tables where this field is shown as a column.
The comment field in contacts would be such an example.

The settings in the database structure:

If it is reloaded dynamically and you try to have it shown in a contact table using
the Column selecting function, you will receive an error message.
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Settings for the address hierarchy
There are now more settings for the address hierarchy. You can, e.g., specify that
for each new address a primary address will be created automatically and an
address hierarchy will be set up.
 Issue the command »File: Database: General settings: Hierarchy«.

At »Create new addresses« you have several options. These options will only
become functional if data related to an individual are entered for an address. Data
related to an individual are data for which the option »Individual-related field« has
been activated.
Enter an address related to an individual (Single address) (Standard)
In this case you can also enter addresses related to an individual. A typical address related to an individual would be
one of a company consisting of one person only, where the
data related to the company and to the individual are to be
maintained in a single data record.
Check whether an address hierarchy...
In this case it will be suggested to create an address hierarchy when an address is entered containing data related to
an individual.
Create an address hierarchy
An address hierarchy will always be created, that is, a primary and a secondary address will always be created, even if
none of the hierarchy fields has any content.
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Dynamic reloading of comments
When there are many comment fields in a view, loading the comment texts can
slow down operation considerably.
This is why there is the option »Dynamic reloading« for comment fields in the
database structure. If this option is active, the content of a comment field will only
be loaded by the system when that field is displayed. This will speed up cobra's
functions.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.
 Mark an entry field.
However, fields that are reloaded dynamically cannot be integrated in data tables.
Should you try anyway, you will receive an error message. Comment fields already
integrated in data tables will be removed from the data tables if the option »Dynamic reloading« is activated subsequently.

Virtual fields
Formatting
Virtual fields can be formatted. For example, you can add a currency icon to a calculated field to show automatically computed costs.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.
 In a table, create a virtual field, e.g. of the »Calculated field« type.
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 Enter the formula.
 Specify the format. To do so, click the button besides »Format«. The enter the
format in the field »Format mask«.
 Click the »Save and close« button.
New field type »Calculated field«
The editor for virtual fields has been completely redesigned and now has a new
type of field, calculated fields. Virtual fields are created in the database structure,
but not shown there. They can be integrated into entry masks in the GUI.
Calculated fields offer an extensive range of functions. However, working with
them requires basic knowledge of programming languages.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.
 In a table, create a virtual field, e.g. of the »Calculated field« type.
The field shown in the example is a date field showing how many days at the latest
repairs must have been done after a service case was reported, provided that no
due date was entered manually. The due date here depends on the priority of the
service case. The higher the priority of the service case, the quicker repairs must
be done.
In the System Manual you can find a list of operators, functions and
constants available.
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Compile your formula from the items shown in the lower range. If you click one of
the items below, it is taken over into the field »Details«.
You can have formulas tested for syntactical correctness by using the button below right. Inaccurate formulas cannot be saved.
Should you want to close the dialog to cancel working with a formula, you
must first undo all your work steps. To do so, click the required button in the
ribbon bar.

Reports
New reports
When you create a new report, you might see this message.

It will pop up only if selected reports are displayed. In this case, using the tab in
the view editor, the new report must be released explicitly, otherwise it will not be
displayed.
 In the view editor, click the »Extended settings« button in the data connecting
dialog.
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 If you want to narrow your report selection, mark »Display selected reports only«.
 Select the new report for it to be shown.

Pivot-Tables (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
Reports may contain pivot tables.
 Go to a tab containing reports.
 Issue the command »New report«.
 Create a new report.
 In the »Display« step, select the »Pivot table and chart« option as »report
Type«.
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The table is created by dragging individual fields from the list of fields at the right
 either directly into the table at the left,
 or into the areas at the lower right of the configuration area, such as the column
or line area.

Reducing lines, columns
Activate these options especially if you are working with larger amounts of data. In this case, rows and columns will be
collapsed and displayed without subentries. That will reduce
the table. Any empty rows and columns will be hidden to display essential features only.
Show graphic evaluation
In the completed report, you can also process and show the
pivot table data graphically. To create graphic evaluations,
first click this option and then the »Configure« button.
Field selection
Use the
button to configure the look of the field selection. You can show and hide the field selection and also arrange the areas below or besides each other.
Here you will see a list of all the fields you have entered into the report in a previous step.
To add a field to the report, either drag it into the configuration area below or directly into the table at the left.
Configuration area
The configuration area and the pivot table at the left are two views of the same
content. You can work with either dialog, changes in one dialog will also be shown
in the other dialog. The configuration area has been divided into the same areas
as the pivot table.
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Do not refresh the layout automatically
You can drag fields into the configuration area below without
the view at the left being refreshed. This will step up performance of working with pivot tables.
Preview
The preview will show the completed pivot table in a more clearly arranged, adjustable dialog.
Pivot table and preview: Context menus
Different context menus can be found in the working environment of the pivot table
as well as in the preview. These menus can be used to configure further properties
of the table.

 If you left-click a numeric field, further options will open, depending on the type
of field.

 Right-click the table or the preview. Depending on where you click, a different
context menu will pop up.
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Expand

If further items have been assigned to the item you have clicked
(e.g., Federal State => Cities), all subentries can be displayed
(shown) or hidden (reduced) to arrange the table more clearly or
more detailed.

Expand all
Reduce all

All subentries of the table are shown or hidden.

Sort “(Year)”
according to
this row

In this case the table will be sorted according to the values of the
row clicked, ascending or descending.

ta

Refresh da- This will refresh the table data pool.

Hide

The entry marked will be removed completely from the table.

Sequence

You can move entries to another position. You can also do that
manually by grabbing the entry with the left mouse button and
moving it.

Hide list
Show list

Show or hide field selection and configuration area to the right of
the report wizard.

Show filter You can assign a filter to the entry marked. To do so, the familiar
filter dialog will open.

Depending on your authorization, there are also some context menu functions in
the completed report.
 Right-click into the report. Which functions will be presented depends on which
part of the report was clicked.
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 The filter- and sorting options are especially interesting; they
look different for different fields. You can open such a dialog by
hovering the mouse over a button so that a small filter icon appears.
 Click the filter icon.

Here you can specify a range of values by moving the slider or by specifying a
range of values, entering such values manually. Any values not in that range will
be hidden in the table. You can recognize that a filter is active by the filter icon
shown in the button, even if the cursor is not hovering above it.
 Use the »Apply to specific level«
option to limit the view to specific
columns and rows.
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Reports now evaluate sales projects also
When creating reports, the data of sales projects including phases and causes will
be offered for evaluation.

News System
Shortcuts in the messaging system (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
You can now use the familiar shortcuts also when writing messages with the messaging system within cobra.
 Enter the shortcut.
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 Press the F3 key. The shortcut will be replaced by the corresponding string of
characters.

These are the shortcuts available:
D Current date
Z Time
N User name

Tray icon to remind you of new messages (CRM PRO,
CRM BI)
When you receive a message via the cobra messaging system, a pop-up will
appear briefly. Should you overlook this pop-up, a so-called "tray icon" at the
Windows border will remind you that there is a message for you.

 If you right-click this icon, you can


either open the list of messages to read the new (or any other) message,



or close the icon.
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System
Storage location of the Active Directory settings
The Active Directory settings are now stored in the cobra system database
(Default setting: cobra_Main).

Query
Querying links within a query
You have done a query and now want to query address links within this query. You
might find
 either only links to addresses already queried,
 or all links the addresses queried possess – that means also those to addresses not queried.

Include only links of addresses queried
Only such links will be found that the addresses just queried
are connected to.
In the next step you will be asked what is to be done with the existing query.
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Documents
File names in document management
In the settings for the cobra document management function you now have additional options for storage paths and -names. These settings can be specified separately for every single document field in the database.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Document management«.
 Here, click »Settings«.

 Mark a keyword. Click the »Enhanced settings« button.

This dialog contains two areas.
 In the upper area, you enter further details for the keyword. Here you can specify a minimum amount of characters the keyword must at least have. For entries
that are shorter than the minimum amount specified you can enter a fill character here as well as its position.
 In the lower area you specify a filter. If you do that, the additional keyword settings will only be used if the filter criterion is complied with.
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Campaign Management
Activity list shows address details (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
In the activity list you can show not only campaign details, but also address data.
 Right-click into a column header.
 In the context menu, issue the »Column selection« command.

In the column selection you will find the »Addresses« item. If you open it, all fields
of the address table will be offered for selection.

Outlook Add-in
Edit new transactions (CRM PRO, CRM BI)
When defining a transaction, you can specify that a new transaction is not only
created in cobra, but will be opened for editing before it is stored.
 In the Outlook add-in, click the »Configure« button.
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 Create a new transaction or open an existing one for editing.
 In the step required, click the »Open new transaction for editing« option.

Now, whenever in future you enter a transaction of this type, it will be created in
cobra and a transaction editing dialog be shown where it can be edited.

Entering a reply e-mail as a new transaction (CRM PRO,
CRM BI)
It might be possible that you want to create a new transaction from an e-mail
transaction, e.g. if a customer asks a question in the context of an e-mail that is to
be clarified in another transaction.
So you might receive a request from a specialist dealer to send him brochures with
the latest bicycle models. You then answer him that the brochures are already on
the way. He thanks you by sending you an e-mail and, in the same mail, asks
whether you could also send him brochures with the latest bicycle components.
This mail will then become the kick-off for a new transaction.
 Open the mail that has already been assigned to a transaction in Outlook.
 At the top, in the ribbon bar of the mail at cobra, click the »New transaction«
button.
 You will be asked whether you really want assign the mail to a new transaction.
 Select »Create new transaction«.
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 Select which type the new transaction is to
belong to.
 Confirm with »OK«.
 A new transaction is created. And the email with your reply will accordingly receive
a new transaction number.

Different event details for incoming and outgoing e-mails
(CRM PRO, CRM BI)
While defining events you can specify individual field assignments for incoming
and outgoing e-mails.

 Click the option »Handle e-mail inbox / e-mail outbox differently«. Two tabs will
pop up to assign fields.
 Assign fields as before.
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Single Letters
Entering the size of an image in the single letter editor
Letter templates may contain images such as company logos, scanned signatures
or product fotos. These images will be the same in every letter. In the single letter
editor, you can insert such images using the »Insert: Insert image from file« command. We are not talking about these images here.
There are also data-specific images. This means that, for instance, an individual
foto, a so-called »preview image«, can be assigned to any data record, i.e., any
address, device or other additional data record. These images can also be entered
in letter templates. The data-specific image will then be inserted into every letter.
 Issue the command »Output: Letter: Edit format«.
 Click »Edit template« or »New format«.
 You are now in the single letter editor.
 Go to the »Printing fields« tab.
 Click the »Image« button.
The image preview stored with the current data record will be inserted into the letter.

 Zoom the image to the size you need.
 Click the »Save Image size« button. This will fix the size for all preview images
that will be loaded into the letter at this position.
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If the size of the image has been fixed for a single letter, then all preview
images of all data records should have the same aspect ratio. If they do not,
any images having a different aspect ratio than the one preset here will be
displayed distorted.

Miscellaneous
Errors during data import
Should there be any errors while addresses are being imported, you will receive
an error message.
Details regarding this error will be entered in the log file.
 Open the Windows Explorer.
 Enter the following path: %temp%
 The Explorer will open the directory containing the log file.
 Open the log file »cobra*.log«.
At the end of the error message will be the number of the data record (not the
line!) of the import file where there are faulty entries. Such an entry might read
»dataset no. 27«. The import file has a header of one line, therefore you must search for the error in line 28 of the import file. At the beginning of the log entry it is
also logged which field has caused the error.

Dashboard Designer
New data source for the Dashboard Designer
Excel and OLAP data can now also be evaluated in the Dashboard Designer. To
do so, you must specify them as source.
 Open the Dashboard Designer.
 Create a new data source.
 In the Data Source Wizard, select the option »Free choice«.
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In the next step you will find the options required.

New commands in the Dashboard Designer
There are some new functions for arranging a Dashboard.
 Open the Dashboard Designer.
 In the Querying-Designer you now have additional options.

Output Click here to specify whether the column selected is to be shown in the
evaluation report.
Type of sorting ...........Select here whether the report according to this column is to
be sorted ascending or descending.
Sorting sequence

Enter a number here specifying the priority the sorting is to
use. Number 1 marks the main sorting, number 2 marks the
sorting to be used within the main sorting etc.

Group and aggregate
When you are aggregating, e.g. computing sums, click that
column for grouping which the sums are to be assigned to.
So if e.g. you are having sums computed from turnovers, you
could specify the field »Company« for grouping, since the
sums are to be computed from the turnovers with specific
companies. If you want to group or aggregate, all the columns shown must be taken over into the grouping or aggregation.
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The preview of results will look like this:

Discontinued
 The shortcut keys Ctrl+ALT+X used for the »Create/edit export format« function
have been cancelled.
 In Windows 8, Windows 10 and higher, transferring a fax number from cobra to
a fax software has been discontinued since these Windows versions do not include that function any longer.
 The task pane available previously has been cancelled.
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